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Facing Fear:
Carl’s Story
Fear is a mighty barrier. *Carl knows this firsthand.
Not long ago, he was newly released from jail
and unemployed. He wanted to work, but was
consumed by the fear that prospective employers
would judge him for his criminal record, weak
A member of the MP Clean Team
resume, and lack of work experience.
Carl was encouraged to check out Mission
Possible, but he had many doubts. He wondered
if the team at MP would judge him, and if he had
the skills needed for the program. But he pushed
through the fear and attended an orientation
and workshops offered by MP. That experience
reassured him that he wouldn’t be judged; he felt
accepted and saw potential in the opportunity.

Carl greatly benefited from the coaching offered at
Mission Possible. This, he recognizes, “was helpful
to change my mindset and gain confidence to get
out there and try. I learned to not be afraid; I had the
option to think about what I want to do.”

After completing the program, Carl took a job that
unfortunately led to an injury. But rather than call it
quits, he drew on his newly found confidence and
Carl was hired to work on the MP Clean Team. set his sights on the job he really wanted: working
Though he found the work meaningful and could at Costco. He called for an interview, did really well,
see that it made a real impact on the community, and was hired.
he still struggled with the fear that he would be Costco has been a good fit for Carl, and he has proven
judged by his coworkers as they learned about his to be a great employee. He sees a future with the
past. As months went by and his skill set increased, company and constantly applies for new postings,
the fear began to diminish in power. “I saw myself hoping to move up the chain and one day be a full-time
growing; I got a lot more confident. I realized that employee. He sees this job as another step towards a
people were not just judging my past. I started brighter future, dreaming of one day returning to
to trust people more and see that people are not university and training in a different field. Carl has also
trying to close doors.”
made changes in his personal life, and continues to
Once he became comfortable in his role, Carl began expand his social circle, “trusting that people are good.”
to embrace greater responsibility and leadership:
When Carl considers his experience at Mission
Possible, he can’t help but credit the organisation for
“I became a coach and guide for
the life he enjoys now. “Without Mission Possible, I
others, teaching them the things I basically wouldn’t have even applied,” admits Carl. “I
had a really good reference from Mission Possible and
didn’t know a few months ago.”
that was why I got the job. I know I am worth being
a member of the team, and I wanted to show what I
The public response to Carl and his team also built
his confidence. “They would say thanks for the hard could do. Mission Possible gave me confidence and
opened many doors.”
work. Not just a few, lots of people. There was very
little negativity. The public treated us with respect.”
*Name has been changed to protect privacy.

Impact
Partner

Jay Evanow,
Pacific Restaurant
Supply

As a business operating in Strathcona for 17 years,
CEO Jay Evanow and his team at Pacific Restaurant
Supply were aware of the challenges faced by those
in the Downtown Eastside community. But, as he
explains, “We were unsure of how to best participate
in the needs of the community.”
Through others in their network, the company heard
about the great work Mission Possible was doing in
the Strathcona neighbourhood. “We quickly began
to recognize the impact they were having in the
community and learned more about some of the
projects and initiatives underway, “ said Jay. “This led
us to attend the gala and then to connect personally
with the leaders of the organization. Mission Possible’s
approach and passion for the residents of the
community drew us into their vision.” In particular,
Jay and his team were drawn to “the important work
of creating opportunities for the residents of the our
neighbourhood.”
Pacific Restaurant Supply is now an Impact Partner
with Mission Possible in several capacities, first, as
a “loyal customer of MP Maintenance. We strongly
believe in the empowerment this social enterprise
enables, but also the quality of work they provide
is excellent.” In addition, Jay personally serves on
the Board of Directors at Mission Possible, “meeting
throughout the year discussing the challenges, and
pushing into the opportunities the organization faces.”

The team at Pacific Restaurant Supply

In true partnership, Jay and the team at Pacific
Restaurant Supply have also gained much from their
relationship with Mission Possible. “Our business
continues to benefit from the services provided as
our building exterior continues to shine thanks to
year-round MP maintenance services,” Jay says, and
“The benefits to our team include a greater awareness
to the challenge and hardships faced by those in our
community. By replacing judgment with compassion,
we can see things with greater clarity and hope for the
future.”
If you are interested in finding out more about ways
that you can partner with Mission Possible, please
reach out to Jasmine Allen, Director of Partnerships, at
jasmine@mission-possible.ca.

The MP team working at the Pacific Restaurant Supply
building in Strathcona

“We quickly
began to
recognize
the impact
(Mission
Possible was)
having in the
community and
learned more
about some
of the projects
and initiatives
underway”

Empowering
Change
Nick Fenyo

When a devastating earthquake hit Nepal in April of 2015, MP team
lead Nick Fenyo happened to be visiting there as a tourist. Witnessing
the impact the earthquake had on the people of that country, Nick
felt compelled to stay and volunteer with a disaster relief organization. When he returned to Canada five months later, Nick said “I knew I
didn’t want to fall back into working just for a paycheque. I wanted to
continue working with an organization whose focus was to better the
community it was part of.”
In his search for that kind of meaningful employment, Nick discovered
Mission Possible. He applied, interviewed, and was hired to work as a
supervisor for the MP Clean Team. As Nick explains, “We have about
9-10 people who go out every day with myself and Shelimar [Lakowski,
another supervisor]. We walk around and pick up any litter, needles,
bio-waste, and other horrible things we find. Each crew goes to a
different site and services one neighbourhood a day out of the 23 total
neighbourhoods in Vancouver. ”
Though Nick now recognizes the value of the Clean Team’s work, it
wasn’t always the case. “When people are starting, and I went through
this as well, there’s this struggle within your pride to be doing work
that some people consider community service. Often people see us
picking up litter and ask, ‘Do you get paid to do this?’ And we say,
‘Yeah, this is our job!’

Nick Fenyo, MP Clean Team Supervisor

I remember when I first started
working for MP I would have friends
drive by and say hello, and I would
have this moment of shame for
being on the street picking up
litter. It’s actually something I can
hold my head high about because
I’ve seen the impact it has on the
neighbourhood, and it’s substantial.”
As a supervisor, Nick also finds inspiration and motivation from the
associates he’s worked with. “Knowing the challenges they face and the
difficult circumstances that they’ve lived through, I’m blown away every
day by their positivity, determination, and consideration for others.”
One associate who had a particularly strong impact on Nick was Chris
Reid, one of the first members of the Clean Team and one of last year’s
recipients of the MP Comeback Award. “MP gave Chris a chance to
realize that he has unique abilities and skills to share with the world,”
explained Nick. “To see him rise from the challenges he was facing and
go on to receive the Comeback Award last year as an unforgettable
experience to be a part of.”
Now, nearly three years into his time with Mission Possible, Nick still
finds the kind of purpose he wanted in a job after returning from the
devastation of post-earthquake Nepal. “MP is empowering folks to take
control of their lives and see that they have something significant to
offer to the world. Our staff reaches further than just the requirements
of the job, and our presence in the neighbourhood brings a little more
hope into people’s lives. And we’re making the city look damn good in
the process!”
As Mission Possible continues to grow, we need more outstanding,
tenacious and compassionate people like Nick to join our team.
You can find out about these opportunities at:

www.mission-possible.ca/jobs

The MP Maintenance crew cleaning up a Vancouver alley

A Letter From

Our Executive
Director
10

Dear Friends,
The author Marianne Williamson wrote a line that pierced my own heart a few
years ago. The line is this:

Annual

We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant,
gorgeous, talented and fabulous?
Actually, who are you not to be?
You are a child of God.
Your playing small does not serve the world.¹

Mission Possible

GALA

Those questions. Those statements. They began to break me free from my own
chains of self-doubt and my tendencies to minimize my own capabilities.
The reality is that I was no different than many of my friends in the Downtown
Eastside (DTES). In a neighbourhood where the challenges and deficits of those
living here often block out the light that burns brightly within, one of the most
important things we can offer people is a chance for them to see who they really
are. Powerful questions and affirming relationships can act like a mirror that
allows us to see through the false masks we wear. Twelve-step programs call this
“stinkin’ thinkin’,” the idea that we don’t have anything to offer, that we have no
intrinsic value, or that we are always destined to fail.
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Whether people have heard these ideas from others or made them up themselves,
our job at Mission Possible is to remove these masks and affirm the abilities we
see in each person. When people in our lives can name the gifts, abilities, talents
and assets we have, it is transformational! It allows us to feel the dignity and
self-worth we all deserve. It takes our self-confidence to new heights and propels
us forward in our lives.
The MP team seeks to do this with every person we train, coach and put to
work. We know that so many of our friends in the DTES are capable of seizing
an opportunity to use their abilities and gifts to serve the world. My hope is that
each and every one will begin to believe they are capable too!
Thank you for partnering with us to provide the dignity and purpose every
person deserves! As we look forward to our 10th Annual Mission Possible Gala on
December 5th, we are excited to celebrate the accomplishments of our friends
and the way you’ve helped impact their lives. Please join us for this fantastic event!

Matthew Smedley,
Executive Director, Mission Possible
¹Excerpt from the poem Our Greatest Fear in the book A Return To Love: Reflections on
the Principles of “A Course in Miracles” by Marianne Williamson, Harper Collins, 1992.

10th Annual Mission Possible Gala
Wednesday, December 5th, 2018
6:00PM - 9:30PM
Hyatt Regency Vancouver, 655 Burrard St.

Book Your Tickets Online Today:
mission-possible.ca/events

